Tech’s World War Record Being Compiled

Alumni to Publish Information Book

The Georgia Tech Alumni has begun a revised compilation of Georgia Tech’s United States War Record under the editorship of E. J. Thissier, secretary of the Alumni Association. This record will be a high, which were won by H. H. Boggs, head of the Chemistry Department. It was first published in the Register of Graders in 1926. This record was somewhat incomplete due to the brevity of time following the war and the failure of obtaining accurate and complete information from the alumni.

Since that time the Alumni Association has sent out a number of questionnaires which have brought in more detailed information. Each in the Alumni now contains a questionnaire. In the March issue of the Georgia Tech Alumni, the first part of Dr. Boggs’ summary was published. The remainder will be published in the April issue.

The Tech service, complete record will be printed of each individual who served in the war. The names will be in alphabetical order. It will probably take three complete issues to complete these in the regular issue in the Alumni.

The Alumni will be preserved and revised from time to time as may become necessary, and finally printed in book form. This book will contain photographs, citations, reports on engagement, and interesting anecdotes.

Prospects Bright for Junior Jacket Team

Under the capable guidance of Coach Ray Mundorff, the Junior Yellow Jackets baseball team is proving this very early in the season, and prospects are bright for another big season.

The Tech Yearlings have only had two games of practice games with Furman, but in five innings and 5-1 in a full game, these engagements have given the team a solid lead. From the first contact, the team showed up well, and they gathered only two hits. The hitting, still needs straightening out a bit, but after one or two small blips, the team will be as smooth a working team as the freshman team of last year.

Two practice games will be played today, and the Cadets of the G. M. A. are engaged.

Glee Club Makes Final Appearance

The senior G. M. A. will close their final season Saturday. Recording through the halls of the Elranger Theatre the latest in jazz songs and the chart of the popular light opera songs will ring out as the Tech Glee and Manhatten Club presents its annual Atlanta performance Saturday night to conclude a very successful season. The latest in every phase of glee club will be presented to make the show one of the best ever given by the Tech singers.

Recently the club returned from a road trip which included shows in Vivien, Dalton, Chattanooga and Rome, and at every performance the Tech singers received great receptions.

The Saturday night festival will feature the Glee Club, and the Tech Glee Club will give a program presented by the students honored by election to Phi Gamma Sigma will be present in the performance elaborate in every detail.

The classical numbers while occupying prominent places on the program do not crowd out the characteristic college airs and numbers by the Tech faculty. There will be a great success, and gathered a large audience.

The exercises will take place at 11 A. M. on April 7, and will take the place of the military drill which would ordinarily be scheduled at that hour.

Two of the cups which are to be awarded this year are being presented for the first time. The cup offered by the Briaerean Society will be given to the junior who ranks highest grade for the four-and-a-half years which ended February, 1927. The award is to be an essay submitted from now on.

Tau Beta Pi each year gives cups to engineering and architecture seniors, juniors and sophomores. The award is to be an essay from now on.
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No memories are sweeter than those of time spent in the songs of Alma Mater and the war songs sung through the air and echoed in the halls of darkness, the halls of echoes. College life with all its merriment and happiness with the door of Saturday awaited the Tech student during the second week at the Erlanger Theatre when the Tech glee and mandolin club presented its final performance of the season.

Those who gazed in front of the glass windows would have witnessed the finest dose of concentrated joy ever administered by the Jackson Street glee and mandolin club. The Gloom, Mr. James Alderson, widely known musical director has prepared the glee and mandolin club songs to the finest possible. The war songs sung through the air and echoed in the halls of darkness, the halls of echoes. College life with all its merriment and happiness with the door of Saturday awaited the Tech student during the second week at the Erlanger Theatre when the Tech glee and mandolin club presented its final performance of the season.

In 1926 and after Herff-Jones Company has given a high degree of satisfaction, that while the contract was with Herff-Jones company, save Balfour has respected its guarantees each ring a life time and not want to see it from start to finish. He does not wish to see the contract being renewed. He does not wish to see the contract being renewed.

Somebody has to build the ring so somebody has to pay for it. The Herff-Jones Company will only represent the company save Balfour has respected its guarantees each ring a life time and not want to see it from start to finish. He does not wish to see the contract being renewed. He does not wish to see the contract being renewed.
To Harness Factory
Transportation was furnished by Atlanta Reed and Loom Harness Company on last Monday afternoon. Out of Town Trips to be Taken until later in the spring. A trip be made. Business Company furnished guides to parts required to the finished product ready for delivery to the textile land. Also the machinery which manufacture and operation of textile machinery which is not contained in the buildings will be made.

There are only two such manufacturing plants in the South, where reeds are made: One in Atlanta and one in Spartanburg. All of the machinery used in making the reeds in the Atlanta plant range from England. Also the machinery which makes the loom harness is of English manufacture.

By making these trips to textile mills in and near Atlanta the Textile School is enabled to observe the manufacture and operation of textile machinery which is not contained in the Tech mill, as well as various arrangements of machinery similar to that used in the Textile Department of the school.

VALUABLE COLLECTION OF JULIUS BROWN GIVEN TO SCHOOL
(Continued from Page 1) The library below. The room is now being done over to suit it for a display room; lights are being arranged, walls are being done over, etc.

The collection was will to Tech by the late Julius Brown. It is made up of busts, vases and china, with some valuable pieces of furniture. The entire collection has been in the possession of the Institute for some time, and at last the necessary steps have been taken to give it the respect due to its value. Mr. Brown collected the pieces during the time of his life. Each one is very valuable, and worthy of being kept.

The first of these objects to be displayed are a bench and a chair of very finely figured woodwork. There are carved elaborately with dragons heads on the backs and places offering a broad platform. The figures are carved elaborately in outline, half relief and full relief. This collection was left by Mr. Brown. A formal a good beginning to a real museum for Tech. He may have had in this mind when he left this valuable collection to us. The majority of the larger colleges have their museums, but Tech may cooperate more effectively," Mr. Brown said.

Several Tech graduates who now are mill executives, will be asked to take part in the program as well as many other prominent men in the textile industry. Through the courtesy of H. S. Bushy, director of the A. French textile school at Tech, a special program will be put on by the students of that department. The visiting mill men will be given an opportunity to go through the textile school and make a thorough inspection of the equipment and facilities.

The entire collection has been in the possession of the Institute for some time, and at last the necessary steps have been taken to give it the respect due to its value. Mr. Brown.

Get in for instruments— with a vengeance!

WHEN H. P. Sparkes (Alabama Polytechnic) ’17 finished the Engineering School at Westinghouse he went in for instrument design. His career since then has been punctuated with solid accomplishment.

By the end of his fourth year here he had completed a thesis for his E. E. and had, at the same time, established himself in this thesis an indicating watt meter—one of the largest in size ever built up to that day.

Shortly thereafter, because of his special interest in the instrument field, he was given a meeting trip abroad, visiting and working in England, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and France. Upon his return he entered commercial work and was assigned to the Pittsburgh territory—which includes such industrial centers as Cleveland, Youngstown, Pittsburgh—as a specialist responsible for the sales, service, and operation of wattmeters, instruments, and relays in this important district.

Here he will be found today acting as intermediary between the sales force on the one hand and the engineering and factory departments on the other. He backs up the salesmen with a highly specialized knowledge. He advises with the engineers and with the factory in the design and manufacture of apparatus that is best suited to commercial requirements.

His own pioneering spirit has still found field for play, so that this year he demonstrated to the A. I. E. E. the first advance in the method of calibrating watt-hour meters in thirty years. Some 16,000,000 tests of watt-hour meters are made in this country annually. They cost about 20c apiece. Sparkes has devised a practicable method that chops more than 50% off this bill—a tidy saving. It eliminates the human element; it gives greatly improved accuracy.

Thus his first ten years at Westinghouse—and not yet—have been years that of other college men who bring with them, when they come here, energy, imagination, and the groundwork upon which to build superlative engineering proficiency.
Tech Opens Two Game Series with Miss Aggies

Jackets and Generals Split Series

Tennis Team Takes | A.&M. Brings Strong

W. & L. Cops Second

Tech Opens Two Game Series with Miss Aggies

INTER-FRATER. TRACK MEET WON BY SIGMA NUS

Twenty-Two More

Games on Jacket Schedule

April 1—Tech vs. Miss. A. & M. at Grant Field.
April 2—Tech vs. Miss. A. & M. at Grant Field.
April 8—Tech vs. Tech at Grant Field.
April 9—Tech vs. Auburn at Montgomery, Ala.
April 10—Tech vs. Auburn at Montgomery, Ala.
April 11—Tech vs. Kentucky at Grant Field.
April 12—Tech vs. Kentucky at Grant Field.
April 13—Tech vs. Oglethorpe at Grant Field.
April 14—Tech vs. Oglethorpe at Grant Field.
April 20—Tech vs. Alabama at Grant Field.
April 21—Tech vs. Alabama at Grant Field.

A.M. Brings Strong Team to Grant Field

Tennis Team Takes First Match From Furman

Tech defeated the Furman tennis team Saturday afternoon at East Lake, 5 to 1, and came near making a clean sweep of the meet. The Jackets copped three of the singles matches while Furman took one of them. In the doubles the Jackets swept the field taking both matches.

This week the Jackets take on the Augusta Country Club at Augusta.

The results:

Singles

Herry Grant (T.) defeated Richard Cooper (F.) 6-4, 6-3.

W. & L. Cops Second

Two million elephants could not do the work now being done by General Electric motors. Whenever the work gets to be too much for the power of an elephant or the force of a man's arm, there is a General Electric motor that will do it, faithfully for a lifetime at a cost of a few cents an hour.

ELEPHANTS

The elephant is man's most intelligent helper. But—consider this interesting comparison:

An elephant has much power than the electric motor of a "yarder" or logging machine. The "yarder" has the power of twenty elephants; it handles clusters of logs; it works dependably, twenty-four hours at a stretch, if necessary.

Two million elephants would eat daily 10,000 pounds of green food, which a corps of attendants must gather. A motor "eats" nothing but electricity, supplied at the throw of a switch.

Two million elephants could not do the work now being done by General Electric motors. Where the service "begs that every 'You was 'arf afraid to speak'—Kipling's 'Mandalay'
SOUTHERN RELAY CARNIVAL NEXT SATURDAY

Largest Entry List
In History of Event

The greatest field of track athletes to ever make an appearance on a southern cinder path will assemble on Grant Field, Saturday, April 9 when the fifth annual Tech Relays are held. The entry list which has been swelling and will continue to the last day indicates that the competition will be the keenest in years. Track stars from all parts of the south and some from points in the west, east and north will make their bow before the local fans in the track classic of the season. College stars, prep and high school stars, junior high stars and even the youngsters from the grammar schools will vie for honors and for the beautiful medals and trophies to be awarded the winners in the events.

News from the leading colleges in the south indicate that the Jackets will find the hardest going ever and that many unknown champions will be crowned. Coach Hal Barron has been putting his relay aspirants through the paces during the past few weeks and will largely pick his teams following the time trials this week.

SOUTHERN RELAY CARNIVAL NEXT SATURDAY

We're almost out of breath—running on high week after week—continually showing our boys Spring BRAZ-BURNS...like nothing they've seen before, still as gentle as they are original.

Sigma Chi and S.A.E. Meet in Finals of Interfrat Basketball Tourney

The Sigma Chi's and the S.A.E.'s will lock horns in the finals of the interfraternity basketball tournament Friday afternoon on the Tech court. The Sigma Chi's defeated the strong Delta Theta's Wednesday afternoon in the semi-final, while the S.A.E. won 21 to 8 over the Chi Psi's.

TRIPOD PAINT CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS
Walnut 0143

Herndon's Barber Shops

Cater Especially to College Men

Satisfaction and Service Guaranteed

66 Peachtree — 142 Peachtree — 35 Marietta Street
A. F. HERNDON, Prop.

An institution established by Tech Men

For five years serving the cleanest and best in foods.

ORIGINAL SANDWICH SHOP
82 N. Broad
Also Knoxville, Tenn.

61 Luckie

"That's the ticket!"
A welcome summons to the best thing any cigarette can give — natural tobacco taste

No other cigarette offers a like measure of natural qualities, naturalness of character, purity of taste, and genuine tobacco goodness. Natural tobacco taste gives all that—and then some!

Chesterfield
They Satisfy—and yet, they're MILD

LIEGERT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

An Exhibition
THE CLOTHES, HATS
HAZER-DASHERY AND SHOES
DEVELOPED BY FINCHLEY FOR COLLEGIAN USAGE FOR FALL WILL BE EXHIBITED BY A REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK AT HOTEL BILTMORE TODAY & TOMORROW JAMES S. BRANCH, REP.

PARTICULAR INTEREST IS INVITED TO THE EXTRAORDINARY FABRICS OF FOREIGN SELECTION, PATTERNS CONFINED SOLELY TO THIS ESTABLISHMENT.

FORTY-FIVE DOLLARS AND MORE TAILORED TO MEASURE

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Georgia School of Technology

"A TECHNICAL SCHOOL WITH A NATIONAL REPUTATION"

THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power.

The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, TEXTILE, GENERAL, AND CERAMIC ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY, ARCHITECTURE, COMMERCE, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

For Further Information Address

THE REGISTRAR
Georgia School of Technology

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

FRATERNITY AND CLASS STATIONERY
Invitations for All Occasions
Engraved Sensitively at Reasonable Prices
J. F. STEVENS ENGRAVING CO.
123 Peachtree St., Atlanta

Safe-guarding tobacco's priceless asset

TOBACCO that's a veritable treasure, a wealth of rich mellowness, worth its weight in gold. . . . deserves every possible protection to its fragile keeping. So, the utmost precaution is taken to safe-guard Granger's priceless properties.

To prevent the loss of one bit of its freshness, Granger is first packed in a heavy tin pouch. . . . Then to be sealed, on the safe-side, this is sealed "AIR-TIGHT" in an extra outside-wrapper of glassine—keeping the tobacco "factory-fresh" till you break the seal to load your pipe!

Our chemists say it is an almost perfect seal for tobacco's condition—protecting tobacco better than any container except the vacuum tin. Then, because it is much less expensive than a costly pocket-tin, Granger's pocket-packet sells at just ten cents. It's the greatest value ever offered to pipe-smokers!

GRANGER
ROUGH CUT

The half-pound vac-uum-packed tin makes sure of one thing—the last pouch is as fresh as the first—no loss of flavor and much less expense than the tin.

Made for pipes only!
Debate Tryouts Will Be Held Next Thursday

Fresh Debate With Emory Scheduled

Try-outs for the varsity debating team will be held on Thursday, April 9, 1927, time to be announced later. Everyone who is interested in debate is urged to come out.

This debate is with the Mercer Debating Team and is to be held in Macon, Ga., in the latter part of April. The subject for debate is: Resolved: That it would be to the best interest of the United States to impose a penalty on all non-voters.

The Tech Freshmen have secured a dual debate with the Emory Freshmen to be held in the latter part of April. Each school is to have an affirmative and negative team. The affirmative team of each school will remain at home while the negative team will invade the other campus.

The question to be debated is: Resolved: That the United States is justifiable in its interference in the Nicaraguan Question. This is a question that is of interest to everyone and should prove a very good subject.

Each school will have two teams composed of two men each so every Freshman who is interested in debate is urged to come out for this debate. Watch for further announcements concerning the try-outs.

Glee Club Makes Final Appearance

(Continued from Page 1)

Heart at Thy Sweet Voice" from "Samson et Dalilah" by C. Saint-Saens on his golden voiced cornet.

During that twenty minutes of jazz by the Tech Ramblers and the three selections by J. D. Ambrose, George Frix and Malcom Nolan with the chorus you will not be able to keep your feet still. It's going to be great and the glee club is going to put on the best show ever.

The show will be at the Erlanger Theatre with the curtain rising promptly at 8:15 o'clock.

Twenty-Two More Games on Jacket Schedule

(Continued from Page 4)

April 22—Tech vs. Alabama at Tuskegee, Ala.
April 23—Tech vs. Alabama at Tuskegee, Ala.
April 25—Tech vs. Vanderbilt at Nashville, Tenn.
April 26—Tech vs. Vanderbilt at Nashville, Tenn.
April 28—Tech vs. Georgia at Grant Field.
April 30—Tech vs. Georgia at Grant Field.
May 4—Tech vs. North Carolina at Grant Field.
May 6—Tech vs. North Carolina at Grant Field.
May 7—Tech vs. N. C. State at Grant Field.
May 13—Tech vs. Georgia at Athens, Ga.
May 14—Tech vs. Georgia at Athens, Ga.

A. S. M. E. To Give Banquet

The Georgia Tech Branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will be hosts at an informal banquet on the night of Tuesday, April 5th at the College Dining Room in honor of the Atlanta Section of the same organization.

The banquet is for the expressed purpose of bringing the students in contact with the problems and practices of the prominent mechanical engineers in the City. These get-together meetings usually prove beneficial to all.

The Tech branch of the A. S. M. E. is accomplishing great things this year under the presidency of Clark W. Jones. Each week there are interesting and instructive talks made by both members and visitors. Last week George Rid, whose father is head of the firm Bird and Potts, Welding Engineers of Atlanta, gave an interesting talk on "Welding." J. M. Helf was discovered at some length on the knitting of hea.

The membership of the A. S. M. E. is limited to those Junior and Senior in the Mechanical Department and to the Senior Co-ops. A large percentage is urged at the banquet on next Tuesday night at 8:45 o'clock.

Skull and Key Honors New Men

Initiation Begins Monday

The Skull and Key, Sophomore Honorary on the Tech Campus, has announced its newly elected for the year 1927-28. The initiation of these new men will be held the week starting April 4, 1927, and as the custom goes, there will be many amusing sights flitting around the school grounds. The usual array of Baby Clothes, etc., will constitute the dress of the "Newtubers."

The new boys are those who are considered as outstanding on the campus and are as follows: Bob Austin, Homer Christian, Billy Deeth, Roy Gordon, Kenneth Haughton, Halley Law, Billy Hatchcock, Warner Millett, Fred Morton, Tom Robison, Red Terry, Dave Young, Charlie Woolfork, and Ben Dempsey. These are the fortunate who will furnish the amusement for the coming week.

At a meeting of the organization held last Tuesday night, it was decided to have caps similar to those of Kappa, except of course, of a different color and design. This was done in order that this society might gain recognition on the campus as well as those of the other organizations. Other members will be chosen at the start of next year.

Ben Franklin Press

Advertised in this issue by "W. Brosier, Williams Company" and the printing department of Johnson-Callies Press, 219-221 Marietta St., Atlanta, Georgia.

RARE VALUES

For
TECH STUDENTS
Tailor-MADE Suits

$30 and Upwards

Latest Styles, All Wool, Guaranteed to Fit.

CHAS. E. LUMPKIN,
Tailors X-Cell
Suite 411-19
221 Peachtree St.
Phone Ivory 5714

7 T. A. WILDER
CAPT BASKETBALL TEAM
GA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
ATLANTA, GA

7 WHY NOT DISPOSE OF ONE OF LIFES MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS BY ADOPTING BLUE BOAR NOW AS YOUR FAVORITE AND REGULAR PIPE TOBACCO

AND THEN HAVE MORE TIME FOR ALL YOUR OTHER PROBLEMS

WHAT IS THE USE OF CHANGING AND EXPERIMENTING WHEN BLUE BOAR IS SO VASTLY SUPERIOR TO OTHER BRANDS THAT NO ARGUMENT IS POSSIBLE ONE PIPEFUL WILL PROVE THIS

T. A. WILDER
CAPT BASKETBALL TEAM

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO

One man tells another.
Battleship Bridge Being Built for Navy

A real battleship is being built for the entry of sailors. There is under-construction in the wood shop a dummy bridge which is to be placed on the campus, and which will be used to teach the gobs the art of piloting a ship.

This is composed of a triangular platform constructed of wood, ten feet long, which is so made that it is to work on a pivot and when the steering wheel is turned the bridge will revolve on a concrete track twenty feet in diameter. This will allow the student to make reading of the different bearings when the bridge is so turned for it will contain a Bencicle, the compass, a Pelorus, the machine, and the interior communication apparatus.

This bridge will have what is known as the Interior Communication System or Engine-Room Telegraph, which is a system whereby the operator of the desired speed and direction, also an apparatus to receive an answer for the operator. Prof. Henika of the wood shops is building the apparatus and he is perhaps the first to build such an apparatus. He built a similar apparatus during the recent war but this is to be much more elaborate than that one.

**NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD**

"Hi Spy, the Humam Ferret, crawled out of the haystack, a beaten and baffled man. "I'll tell the world that you can't find a needle in this haystack," he declared.

"I'm going to look for something easy now," he added, "a cough in an Old Gold cigarette."

Eight days later, he crawled out of another pile...a pile of Old Gold cigarettes.

**OLD GOLD IT'S THE SMOOHEST CIGARETTE**

"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
INTER-FRATERNITY MEET WON BY SIGMA NU (Continued from Page 1)

The Sigma Nu's won in handy style by placing in most of the events, and due to the fact that they had a fairly well balanced team, being well represented in field as well as track events.

SUMMARY

100-Yard Dash—Coffee (Pi Kappa Alpha), first; Gardendshire (Phi Delta Theta), second; Von Walker (Alpha Tau Omega), third; Hughes (Phi Sigma Kappa), fourth. Time, 10.5 seconds.


100-Yard Check—McDaniel (Sigma Nu), first; Rowe (Alpha Tau Omega), second; Warmendiedt (Chi Phi), third; Coker (Phi Gamma Delta), fourth. Time, 10.7 seconds.

200-Yard Dash—McDaniel (Sigma Nu), first; Moore (Pi Kappa Alpha), second; Warmendiedt (Chi Phi), third; Coker (Phi Gamma Delta), fourth. Time, 2 minutes, 17.2 seconds.

Four-Mile Relay—Pi Kappa Alpha, first; Sigma Nu, second; Alpha Epsilon, third; Phi Kappa Sigma, fourth. Distance, 19 feet, 8 inches.

Half-Mile Relay—Jordan (Alpha Tau Omega), first; Daniel (Phi Gamma Delta), second; Hughes (Phi Delta Theta), third; Hood (Alpha Tau Omega), fourth. Time, 1 minute, 39.4 seconds.

Final Scoring—Sigma Nu, 34; Alpha Epsilon, 33; Phi Kappa Sigma, 2; Delta Tau Delta, 25; Phi Delta Theta, 12; Alpha Epsilon, 3; Phi Kappa Sigma, 2.

Who's Who in the "U"

The "U" is famed far and wide as the favored suit of the college men. Wherever the "U" goes, there goes good taste and correct collegiate style. It's tailored for us by Kuppenheimer in superb fabrics, sportive and sedate as you wish. The short rounded lapels, straight three button front, natural shoulders and easy swinging drape are distinctive of the "U."

EISEMAN'S

The House of Kuppenheimer Good Clothes

56-58 Peachtree "Thru to Broad"

KOEHRING

-buIdS more than Pavers!

"Concrete — In Manufacture and Use" is a 250 page treatise on the uses of concrete, including 26 pages of tables of quantities of materials required in concrete paving work. To engineering students, faculty members and others interested we shall gladly send a copy on request.

KOEHRING COMPANY

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines

Ends the Barrage

Through thirty-five years of "Eat this and that," this pioneer whole wheat biscuit has captured ever-growing favor. Made of the most carefully selected wheat grains, shredded for utmost digestibility and cooked crisp clear through for exquisite enchantment that's the Shredded Wheat Story.

Enjoy being sensible

NEW APPETITE APPEAL

Through thirty-five years of "Eat this and that," this pioneer whole wheat biscuit has captured ever-growing favor. Made of the most carefully selected wheat grains, shredded for utmost digestibility and cooked crisp clear through for exquisite enchantment that's the Shredded Wheat Story.

New appetite appreciation, freedom from drugs and laxatives, better health every day; Shredded Wheat can give all this — and make you like it.

ENJOY BEING SENSIBLE

TRY IT A WEEK AND SEE
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Free Thought at U. of Ga.

Radicals Fired

Last week two new publications made their appearance on the campus of the University of Georgia in Athens. The first, the "Gadfly" may be dismissed by saying that it was anonymously presented. The other, however, was published by five students who not only had the courage of their convictions, but also the best interests of their Alma Mater at heart, crying as she is beneath a corrupt autocracy, according to this new publication.

The "Iconoclast" was greeted by a gasp of mingled apprehension and amazement by the meeker students who always follow the line of least resistance, and was heralded as the beginning of a new era by those who had been devotees of some independent thought to the affairs existing at the university. It was, however, the general consensus of student opinion that the statements contained in the "Iconoclast," though unadorned by mitigating phrase, were the plain, unvarnished truth.

A circumstance that may, or may not explain everything, however, is the fact that the dismissal case was tried by those who had suffered from the attacks of the "Iconoclast." The "Iconoclast" was greeted by a gasp of mingled apprehension and amazement by the meeker students who always follow the line of least resistance, and was heralded as the beginning of a new era by those who had been devotees of some independent thought to the affairs existing at the university. It was, however, the general consensus of student opinion that the statements contained in the

ATTENTION!

SENIORS
JUNIORS

Complete assortment of 1926-27 Herff-Jones Senior Rings samples expected to arrive for showing Saturday, April 2 at Tech Commissary.

• Be Sure to Come Over and See Them
• Rings Made to Your Specifications
• 100% Satisfaction or Money Refunded

Watch For Definite Announcement

New York University School of Retailing

Experience is secured in the largest department stores of New York, Newark, and Brooklyn. Store service is linked with classroom instruction.

M. E. in Retailing is granted on the completion of one year of graduate work.

3 Graduate Fellowships—5 Scholarships—Service Fellowships
Summer School July 5 to August 12, 1927

Illustrated booklet on application. For further information write
Dr. Norris A. Brisco, Director, School of Retailing, Washington Square East, New York City.

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House

Suits and Topcoats

$40, $45, $50

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE

Charter House

OF ATLANTA

The character of the suits and topcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Pollock & Berg

79-81 Peachtree Street

Why Razors Seem Sharper with Williams

WHEN you lather up with Williams Shaving Cream you do a real job of beard-softening. For Williams lather is saturated with moisture—moisture which soaks the stubble so soft that razors just glide through. That's why there's no razor "pull" with Williams, why all razors seem sharper. In 35c and 50c tubes at all dealers.

CAMEL is its own reason for success

THERE is just one reason why Camel is the most popular smoke in all the world—why it leads in favor all cigarettes of all time.

It is the one cigarette that will stand up all day and as far into the night as you care to go. You can smoke one or a million in daylight or dark and Camels will never tire your taste or leave a cigarette after-taste.

Camels are rolled of such choice tobaccos, are so skillfully blended that there simply can be no better cigarette made.

And that stands, regardless of the price you pay.

If you want the choice of the world's experienced smokers, the mellower mildness that ever came from a cigarette—

"Have a Camel!"
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